Chapter 10

Socioeconomic Disparities in Health
Behaviour: An Evolutionary Perspective
Gillian V. Pepper and Daniel Nettle

Abstract Socioeconomic disparities in health behaviour are a reliable finding
across many societies. Individuals of lower socioeconomic status (SES) more frequently undertake behaviours detrimental to health (e.g. smoking) than those of
higher SES. Despite a large volume of research on the subject, there is still no consensus on the causes of these disparities. In this chapter, we discuss nine categories
of explanation which have been put forward in the social science literature. We then
outline a complementary behavioural-ecological approach based on the idea that as
extrinsic mortality increases, the payoff to investment in preventative health behaviour declines. We discuss how this evolutionary approach alters the interpretation of
existing explanations, allowing us to reorganise the nine categories of explanation
into three; ultimate, proximate and constraint based. We then discuss how this perspective can help to guide future research in public health.

10.1 Background and Aims
Socioeconomic status (SES) refers to ranking in a social and economic hierarchy
and is usually measured by education, occupation, income or wealth (Pampel et al.
2010). SES disparities in health outcomes are a reliable finding. There are SES
inequalities in life expectancy, in physical health and in mental health (Feinstein
1993; Adler and Ostrove 1999). Indeed, SES is so consistently linked with health
outcomes that it has been classified as a fundamental cause of SES disparities (Link
et al. 1995). There has been a large volume of research on the subject of SES differences in health. The website of the MacArthur Research Network on Socioeconomic
Status and Health (http://www.macses.ucsf.edu/) lists nearly 700 publications between 1998 and 2009. These only represent a portion of the relevant literature. In
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this chapter, we focus on the literature regarding socioeconomic gradients within
and between developed societies. The majority of the literature focuses on developed societies, because of the paradox of the persistence of health inequalities in
modern welfare states (Mackenbach 2012). Despite this large volume of research,
there is still no consensus on the causes of the gradient. However, what is clear is
that a large part of the gradient is attributable to the health behaviours associated
with SES (Mokdad et al. 2004; Stringhini et al. 2010). Why the people in society
who face the most challenging life circumstances respond to them with behaviours
which seem to exaggerate their problems is also an unresolved issue. In this chapter, we will briefly review some common explanations of SES differences in health
behaviour. These explanations are often treated as competing hypotheses that must
be tested against one another. None of them currently make use of an evolutionary
adaptive framework. We will then review Nettle’s (2010a) behavioural-ecological
model of adaptive allocation of energy to preventative health behaviour. We will
show how this evolutionary approach aids interpretation of the evidence and helps
to reconcile the existing, seemingly competing, explanations. Our discussion emphasizes that an evolutionary framework can guide a more cohesive approach to future investigations of, and intervention policies aimed at, socioeconomic gradients
in health behaviour.

10.2 SES Gradients in Health and Health Behaviour
Socioeconomic gradients in health outcomes within developed countries are well
documented (e.g. Feinstein 1993; Adler and Ostrove 1999; Melchior et al. 2011).
There are SES differences in life expectancy (Wilkinson 1992a, b; Phelan et al.
2010) and in healthy life expectancy (defined by the World Health Organization
as “The average number of years that a person can expect to live in ‘full health’
by taking into account years lived in less than full health due to disease and/or
injury”; Evans 2004; Liao et al. 1999; Crimmins and Saito 2001). Lower SES is
associated with greater risk of a number of diseases. These include, but are not limited to: diabetes (Brennan et al. 2009), gastrointestinal diseases (Adler and Ostrove
1999; Levenstein and Kaplan 1998), tuberculosis (Cantwell et al. 1998), cardiovascular diseases (Laaksonen et al. 2008; Mobley et al. 2006) and arthritis (Sapolsky
2004; Kristenson et al. 2004). There are many mechanisms by which SES could
influence health. However, this chapter will focus on socioeconomic disparities in
health behaviour. We use the term health behaviour to encompass those activities
which are beneficial for health. These could be either acts of omission (e.g. not
smoking) or commission (e.g. getting health checks). Evidence suggests that SES
differences in health behaviour account for a large portion of the gradient—up to
half of it (e.g. Mokdad et al. 2004; Stringhini et al. 2010). People of lower SES
more frequently exhibit risky health behaviours such as smoking and excessive
drinking than those of higher SES (e.g. Pridemore et al. 2010; Harrell et al. 1998).
Individuals of lower SES are also more likely to be obese, and less likely to take
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part in regular physical activity (e.g. McLaren 2007; Wardle et al. 2002). They are
less likely to adhere to medication programmes and follow health-screening advice, even when these things are free (Barr et al. 2002; Goldman and Smith 2002;
Qi et al. 2006). There is a higher incidence of teenage pregnancy (which is often
conceptualised as a health issue) among lower-SES individuals and a higher rate of
adverse birth outcomes (Johns 2010; Jewell et al. 2000; Adler and Ostrove 1999).
There are even SES differences in the performance of basic self-protection behaviours, such as the use of seat belts (Colgan et al. 2004; Leigh 1990).

10.3 Classifying Potential Causes
A wide variety of explanations have been put forward for SES differences in health
behaviours. They come from a diverse range of fields including epidemiology,
sociology, behavioural economics and health psychology. It is challenging to review these, as they are so diverse and numerous, but Pampel et al. (2010) helpfully
grouped them into nine main types. Here, we provide an abridged summary of their
categories, which we have edited slightly for clarity. For full details and references,
see Pampel et al. (2010). From here onwards, we shall refer to these categories of
explanation as explanation types (ET) 1–9:
ET1. Deprivation and stress: People of lower SES experience more stressful negative life
events and use smoking, alcohol, drugs and junk food as buffers or self-medication against
these.
ET2. Fewer benefits of health behaviours: The benefits of health behaviours are lower for
people of low SES because they are less likely to live to see the result. This is known as the
Blaxter hypothesis (Blaxter 1997). Pampel et al. (2010) also classify the idea that people
of lower SES have a preference for more immediate over more deferred rewards under this
heading, but we henceforth classify this as belonging to the following category.
ET3. Latent traits: Some third variable such as attraction to risk or to short-term gain
explains individual differences in both SES attainment and health behaviours.
ET4. Class distinctions: High-SES individuals adopt healthy behaviours in order to set
themselves apart from lower-SES individuals.
ET5. Lack of knowledge: People of lower SES lack knowledge that behaviours are bad for
health.
ET6. Efficacy and agency: Increasing education is associated with a greater sense of control and ability to exert choices, which allows people of higher SES to adopt more healthy
behaviours.
ET7. Aids to health behaviour: The resources needed to pursue a healthy lifestyle cost
money that is less likely to be available to people of lower SES.
ET8. Community opportunities: Lower-SES neighbourhoods lack health-supporting options
such as shops selling healthy produce.
ET9. Social support and influence: Lower-SES social networks are less likely to provide
role models for healthy behaviours or sanctions against unhealthy ones.

Pampel et al. (2010) state that little has been done to systematically compare and
contrast the categories of explanation which they reviewed. They say that, “this
makes it difficult to offer an overarching framework that integrates or adjudicates
between the various approaches”. This situation is not uncommon in the social sci-
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ences where, in the memorable words of Davis (1994), “while each article/book/
course may be well crafted, they have little or nothing to do with each other.” We
will argue that the use of an adaptive evolutionary framework helps clarify which
of these diverse types of explanation are genuinely competing and which are different levels or components of the same overall story. To do so, we will now introduce
Nettle’s (2010a) behavioural-ecological model of optimal health behaviour. We will
then show how this can be applied to SES gradients in health behaviour to provide
a useful big picture, clarifying the relationships among ET1–9, showing where the
fundamental issues lie and helping to make novel predictions about how health
behaviours can be changed.

10.4 Investment in Preventative Health Behaviour:
A Behavioural-Ecological Model
Behavioural ecology is the study of behaviour from an adaptive evolutionary perspective; if many individuals living under some particular set of circumstances recurrently exhibit some suite of behaviours, then maybe those behaviours have an
adaptive payoff under those circumstances (Davies et al. 2012; Nettle et al. 2013).
Note that this does not mean assuming that the behaviours in question are under
genetic control. Rather, natural selection on genes has endowed individuals with
capacities for learning and plasticity that mean that they can find adaptive solutions
to living in their local environments through non-genetic processes.
In the current case, it may seem counterintuitive to speak of adaptive payoffs.
Survival is a central component of Darwinian fitness, and therefore, surely, investment in preventative health behaviours must always be adaptive. However, this
ignores what is known in behavioural ecology as the principle of allocation. Individuals have finite energetic resources, and if they devote a unit of energy to one activity, they cannot be devoting that unit to something else. This leads us to the central behavioural-ecological idea of a trade-off. Investing a bit more in preventative
health behaviour might always yield some improvement in survival chances, but
there will come a point where the marginal benefit will not outweigh the cost, given
that there are other things that could be done with the time and energy. Crucially, the
terms of that trade-off might be different for people living under conditions of low
versus high SES. They may have less time or money available to invest in health; or
they may simply place a greater value on other things which they could invest time
or money in. In addition to this, there may be short-term social benefits to unhealthy
behaviours such as drinking, which outweigh the long-term repercussions for those
living in lower-SES conditions, but not for those of higher SES. This will alter the
terms of the trade off—especially if those of lower SES have less incentive to focus
on the long term. The model, which we will go on to outline, demonstrates that this
is likely to be the case.
Another central feature of behavioural ecology is the distinction between ultimate and proximate causes of behaviour (Mayr 1961; Tinbergen 1963). Ultimate
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explanations are about why a behaviour should occur in a given population and environment, in terms of the payoffs to that behaviour in that environment. Proximate
explanations are about how that behaviour is generated, for example, the psychological or neural mechanisms involved. Importantly, these two different types of explanation are seen in behavioural ecology as complementary rather than competing.
The distinction between ultimate and proximate explanations is not widely made in
the social sciences, but it can be very useful. It will help us to make better sense of
how ET1–9 relate to one another. We return to this below, but here we note that the
model we outline is at the ultimate level. Ultimate explanations generally underdetermine the proximate mechanisms by which the adaptive behaviour is generated.
This is true here; the model is compatible with several different hypotheses about
the details of the psychology of investment in health behaviour.
Nettle’s (2010a) model of optimal investment in health behaviour relies on three
central axioms. (1) The first is that individuals experience some component of mortality which is extrinsic, meaning that it is not affected by decisions about health
behaviour. The extrinsic mortality risk is the risk of mortality still faced by a person
who has made all available investments in health behaviours. (2) The second is
that investment in health behaviour is costly, in the sense that every unit of energy
devoted to it is taken away from some other adaptively relevant activity or allocation. For example, time and energy devoted to health behaviour cannot be spent on
activities such as gaining a mate, status or resources. (3) The third is that the effectiveness of health behaviour in reducing mortality risk is subject to diminishing
returns. That is, the first unit of effort expended on preventative health behaviour
has a slightly larger impact than the second unit, and so on. The model couples
these axioms with the general principle of optimization (Parker and Maynard Smith
1990); that is, given these axioms, what would be the best thing for the individual
to do if they were able to implement any behaviour?
The predictions in this case are very simple. As the risk of extrinsic mortality
(the part people cannot do anything about) increases, the amount it is worth them
investing in preventing the health risks they can do something about also decreases
(Fig. 10.1a). This result is fairly intuitive. It seems quite pointless to make great
effort to abstain from smoking if something you have no influence over is likely to
kill you in the next few years anyway. Thus, people facing higher extrinsic mortality risks should reduce their allocated effort towards preventative health behaviour
and reallocate their energy to other things. This in turn will increase their mortality
risk, amplifying the initial difference in extrinsic mortality into a larger difference
in total mortality (Fig. 10.1b). The model shows that even very small differences in
extrinsic mortality can have quite large effects on optimal allocation to preventative
health behaviour. This leads to a quite large final discrepancy in life expectancy.
Note that although Nettle’s model focuses on extrinsic mortality risk, the principle
could also be extended to extrinsic morbidity risk. The payoff of health behaviour
either in terms of healthy life expectancy or Darwinian fitness will be limited for
individuals whose likelihood of suffering illness is beyond their control.
How can we apply this model to the SES gradient in health behaviour? Although
we have pointed out that there are SES gradients in health behaviours, there is also
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Fig. 10.1 Predictions from Nettle’s (2010a) model. a As the risk of extrinsic mortality increases,
the optimal investment in health behaviour (measured here on an arbitrary scale) decreases. b As
the risk of extrinsic mortality goes up, the predicted total mortality rate goes up faster, through a
combination of the primary effect of the extrinsic mortality and the secondary effect of people’s
response to it. (Reprinted from Nettle 2010a)

evidence that people of lower SES are exposed to more risks of dying from things
which are beyond their behavioural control. For example, there are strong SES gradients in mortality due to homicide (e.g. Cubbin et al. 2000; Shaw et al. 2005),
assault and other violent crimes (e.g. Leyland and Dundas 2010; Markowitz 2003).
There are SES gradients in death due to traffic accidents and other unintentional
injuries (e.g. Belon et al. 2012; Singh et al. 2012). There is also evidence that lowSES individuals are exposed to a greater number of environmental risk factors such
as hazardous waste, toxins, air pollutants, ambient noise and crowded or unsafe
residential and working environments (Evans and Kantrowitz 2002). Furthermore,
evidence also suggests that people of lower SES do perceive that they are subject to
a larger number of risks beyond their control (Wardle and Steptoe 2003). Although
some of these risks might be reduced by avoidance behaviour (for example avoiding
situations in which assault is likely), these sources of mortality are extrinsic with
respect to the health behaviours which are typically examined in the literature (e.g.
smoking, drinking or overeating). Furthermore, it may be that the best way to avoid
these sources of mortality is simply to move away from deprived areas, a solution
which is by definition unavailable to the poor. Lantz et al. (1998) demonstrated that,
in a nationally representative US sample, mortality risk was greater for low-income
groups than for middle-income groups, even after mortality due to all measured
health behaviours was accounted for statistically. Thus, it seems reasonable to infer
that people of low SES are indeed exposed to greater extrinsic mortality risk than
their affluent peers (see also Lawlor et al. 2003). If we assume that the second and
third axioms of the model hold, which is not unreasonable, then it actually makes
adaptive sense for people of lower SES to be less concerned with preventing future
health risks. The model predicts the most dramatic change in health behaviour with
a small increment in extrinsic mortality where extrinsic mortality is low in absolute
terms. This might help to explain why variation in health behaviour is more marked
within developed nations that have low overall levels of extrinsic mortality than
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in those that have higher extrinsic mortality levels (e.g. Singh and Siahpush 2006;
Cristia 2009).
The idea that lower SES is associated with greater exposure to extrinsic mortality might explain other traits besides health behaviours which are associated with
SES. For example, individuals facing higher extrinsic mortality could be expected
to place a greater value on the present than on the future. This is because high mortality risk increases the likelihood that one will not survive to reap future rewards, or
to experience future penalties. There is evidence to support SES differences in time
perspective and also to suggest that these may mediate SES differences in smoking
cessation and in body mass index (Adams 2009a; Adams and White 2009; Adams
and Nettle 2009).
People facing higher extrinsic mortality might also be expected to have children
at a relatively young age (Low et al. 2008; Nettle 2010b). This is because when
there is high mortality, waiting to have children increases the chance that one may
not survive to have children at all. In addition, if one does survive to have children,
having them sooner will improve the odds of surviving long enough to provide
adequate parental care. We would also expect to see interactions between mortality
risk and resource availability, because for those of high SES, waiting offers an opportunity to gather resources which can buffer against a risky environment and can
be invested in children. However, this may not be possible for those of lower SES,
no matter how long they wait. Again, the evidence supports this. There is a sharp
SES gradient in age at first childbearing (e.g. Nettle 2010b, 2011).
Thus, we would predict that people should have an evolved sensitivity to cues
of what level of extrinsic mortality they currently face, and that these cues should
shift their behavioural allocations between current and future benefits. This prediction has led to the development of relevant psychological experiments. Griskevicius
et al. (2011a) found that in a county-level analysis of data from the USA, income and
violent crime (a factor contributing to mortality) were significant unique predictors
of age at first reproduction. By comparison, levels of property crime (which do not
contribute to mortality) did not predict age at first reproduction. Based on this finding, Griskevicius et al. went on to perform an experiment. Their participants either
read a fake news article about a rise in random violent crimes or a control article
about a stressful afternoon spent searching for keys. They found that individuals
who reported a less wealthy upbringing expressed a desire to have children sooner
(and a more positive attitude towards reproduction in general) when they had read
the article about rises in violent crime. For participants who reported a wealthier
upbringing, the same article produced a desire to further career and education at
the cost of starting a family. Using a similar experimental method, Griskevicius
et al. (2011b) found that individuals with low childhood SES who were exposed
to the violent crime article subsequently chose smaller, sooner rewards over later,
greater ones (they displayed greater future discounting) and were more likely to
choose riskier options with larger rewards over smaller guaranteed rewards (they
became more risk prone). Conversely, individuals of high childhood SES who read
the violent crime article discounted future rewards less and became less risk prone.
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These findings are a good example of how an evolutionary framework can guide
investigations into the mechanisms underlying SES differences in behaviour.

10.5 How does the Adaptive Perspective alter our
Understanding of Existing Explanations?
So far, we have summarized the nine categories of explanation for SES disparities
in health behaviour put forward by Pampel et al. (2010), and outlined an adaptive
explanation for SES disparities in health behaviour in terms of additional exposure
to extrinsic mortality (Nettle 2010a). We have also made the distinction between
proximate and ultimate levels of explanation. We will now go on to discuss how the
adaptive approach and the proximate–ultimate distinction can change our perspective on ET1–9. There is in general no reason to think of evolutionary and non-evolutionary explanations as fundamentally at odds with one another. Indeed, formal evolutionary models may capture generalizations already made within social science
(see Nettle et al. 2013 for discussion). The evolutionary perspective can provide a
“big picture” overview on how the different parts of current knowledge interrelate.
In this light, we can divide ET1–9 into just three more inclusive groups (see
Table 10.1). First, the contention that people of lower SES receive fewer benefits of
health behaviours for longevity is an ultimate explanation, and is remarkably consilient with the extrinsic mortality model we have set out (see below). Second, several
of the other explanations can be seen as different accounts of the proximate mechanisms by which reduced investment in preventative health behaviours is delivered.
For example, self-medication and stress, latent traits such as time preference and
feelings of efficacy could all be aspects of the proximate psychology that delivers
a disinvestment in taking preventative action for the future exactly when extrinsic
mortality is perceived to be high. Social support, class distinctions and community
opportunities are also explanations of proximate mechanisms, but these focus more
on how patterns of health behaviours are maintained over time in particular social
groups through social learning and norms. They do not explain why exactly those
social groups initiate exactly those patterns of behaviour in the first place.
Third, the only types of explanation which do not relate at all to the adaptive
approach are lack of knowledge of health risks and aids for healthy behaviours.
These amount to claims that people of lower SES are simply ignorant in their health
behaviour decisions, or do not have the option of behaving differently, and we can
therefore label them non-adaptive, or constraint-based, explanations.

10.6 Added Value of the Evolutionary Approach
We argued in Table 10.1 that many of the existing social science explanations (ET1–9)
relate closely to the adaptive approach of Nettle (2010a) outlined above. So what,
then, is the added value of taking an adaptive approach? Does it provide anything
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Table 10.1 Pampel et al.’s (2010) nine types of explanation for SES disparities in health behaviour reclassified and reinterpreted from an adaptive perspective
Level of
explanation

Pampel et al.’s explanation
type (ET)

Ultimate

Fewer benefits of health
behaviours (ET2)

Proximate

Interpretation in light of adaptive model

Increasing extrinsic mortality reduces the
adaptive benefits of healthy behaviour.
This is an ultimate explanation because it
explains why the behavioural response is
adaptive
Deprivation and stress (ET1) Deprived environments may entail greater
extrinsic mortality. This could act as a
trigger for reduced investment in health.
Features of low SES life may also trigger
stress responses, which could lead to
“self-medication” using food, tobacco or
alcohol. These explanations are mechanistic because they explain how behaviours
are triggered, but not why they exist. Our
extrinsic mortality explanation explains
why we should expect differences in health
behaviour to correspond with deprivation
Latent traits arguments presume some third
Latent traits (ET3)
variable causes both SES and health
behaviour. These are proximate explanations because they describe how latent
traits might link SES and health behaviours, but not why there should be variation
in that latent trait in the first place. Our
extrinsic mortality explanation suggests
that differences in factors such as time
preference (triggered by cues associated
with deprivation) could be a latent trait
Once established, SES differences in health
Class distinctions (ET4)
behaviour may be further perpetuated by
class distinctions. This is a mechanistic
explanation because it explains how behaviours are reinforced as class norms, but
not why they become associated with class
in the first place. Our extrinsic mortality
model explains why we should expect
class differences in health behaviour
Explanations about efficacy and agency sugEfficacy and agency (ET6)
gest that education enhances sense of control
and thereby increases the tendency to seek
out solutions to health problems. This is a
mechanistic explanation, which describes
how SES might influence health behaviour.
The extrinsic mortality explanation suggests
that SES differences in motivation towards
health behaviour and feelings of control over
health may produce an effect which looks
a lot like SES differences in efficacy and
agency
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Table 10.1 (continued)
Level of
explanation

Pampel et al.’s explanation
type (ET)

Interpretation in light of adaptive model

Community opportunities
(ET8)

These arguments suggest that SES differences in health behaviour may be due to
differences in community opportunities.
This is a mechanistic explanation because
it explains how behaviours are reinforced,
but not why they become associated with
SES in the first place. However, our extrinsic mortality explanation highlights the
fact that community features such as safety
may be particularly important in explaining
SES differences in health behaviour
Explanations about social support and influence suggest that social learning and peer
support are important for the spread of
health behaviours amongst low and high
SES networks. These explanations are
mechanistic, because they describe how
behaviour spreads through social networks,
but not why behaviours differ by SES in
the first place. Our extrinsic mortality
explanation explains why we should expect
initial SES differences in health behaviour
This is a non-adaptive explanation. A lack
of knowledge about health risks could be
a fundamental cause of SES differences
in health behaviour. However, as we have
discussed in the chapter, we have reason to
believe that this cause contributes a limited
amount to SES gradients in health behaviour. For example, it cannot explain the
persistence of SES differences in smoking,
when it is now compulsory to print messages such as “smoking kills” on cigarette
packaging
This is also a non-adaptive explanation. A
lack of ability to pay for health aids could
be a fundamental cause of SES differences in health behaviour. However, this
explanation cannot account for the fact that
many of the poorest people have unhealthy
habits, such as smoking and heavy drinking, which actually cost money

Social support and influence
(ET9)

Non-adaptive
explanations
(constraint
based)

Lack of knowledge (ET5)

Aids for healthy behaviour
(ET7)

which was not already available? Here, we briefly discuss several ways in which we
believe that developing an evolutionary model is useful:
1. For clarifying what explanations are competing and complementary
2. For deepening existing explanations
3. Because of the implications for public health interventions
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1. Clarification of What is Competing and What is Complementary
The most useful merit of the adaptive approach is that it clarifies how the different parts of the story relate to one another. Pampel et al. discussed nine classes of
explanation and stated that it was difficult to adjudicate or integrate between them.
Our evolutionary approach suggests that there may not be nine, but only two, conflicting accounts to consider. The first is the non-adaptive or constraint account:
People of lower SES make suboptimal choices about health behaviour through lack
of information or options (ET5 and ET7). By suboptimal here, we mean choices
that they would change if they had better information or options. The second are
the adaptive accounts, both at the ultimate (ET2, our model) and proximate (ET1,
3, 4, 6, 8, 9) levels.
Evidence for the non-adaptive account is at best mixed, and it may depend which
health behaviours are being considered. In the case of healthy eating, for example,
it is possible to mount a convincing case that the healthiness of a diet is strongly
influenced by how much money one can spend on it (Drewnowski and Specter
2004; Drewnowski et al. 2007). However, there are other cases where the evidence
is in clear conflict with non-adaptive or constraint accounts. The simplest health
protection behaviours (e.g. seat belt use) cost nothing and yet are less used by lowSES groups (Colgan et al. 2004; Leigh 1990). In addition, leading causes of the
excess mortality in low-SES groups include tobacco and alcohol. Far from costing
something to avoid, these habits are expensive to engage in. This suggests that SES
gradients in health cannot be attributed solely to a lack of ability to purchase health.
Nor is lack of information likely to explain the gradient. Health warnings have
been printed on cigarette packets for many years and in many countries. Since 2002,
cigarettes sold in the EU countries have been obliged to display warnings such as
“Smoking kills” and “Smoking seriously harms you and others around you” on
at least 30 % of the front of the packaging and 40 % of the back (EU Directive
2001/37/EC concerning the manufacture, presentation and sale of tobacco products). Despite this, social gradients in smoking habits in the EU countries persist
(Lader 2008; Buck and Frosini 2012). Indeed, evidence suggests that desire to quit
and use of smoking cessation tools do not differ across social class, while quitting
success does (Kotz and West 2009). This implies that the gradient may be created by
differences in motivation toward healthy behaviour rather than by ignorance of the
risks. This is supported by evidence regarding changes in health behaviours in the
UK between 2003 and 2008. During this time period, there was extensive government investment in public health information campaigns. Buck and Frosini (2012)
examined how four behaviours (smoking, excessive alcohol use, poor diet and low
levels of physical activity) changed during this time. They found that high-SES individuals dramatically reduced their levels of unhealthy behaviour during the public health campaign period, while low-SES individuals did not. Receiving specific
health information may have improved behaviour in individuals already motivated
to invest in health, while failing to change behaviour in others. Thus, a key prediction of the lack of information hypothesis—that the gradient would disappear if
everyone were given better information—is disconfirmed.
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The major alternative to the non-adaptive account is something along the lines of
the Blaxter hypothesis (ET2): People of lower SES invest less in their future health
because the benefits of doing so are less for them than for people of higher SES.
The behavioural-ecological model, by distinguishing analytically between extrinsic
and intrinsic mortality and following through mathematics, provides a non-circular
theoretical foundation for the Blaxter hypothesis. It also clarifies some anomalies
with the existing economic models that have made similar arguments. For example,
Cutler and Lleras-Muney (2006) suggest that individuals with better education may
obtain greater incomes and therefore may expect to be happier in the future. They
argue that this makes more educated individuals more likely to invest in protecting their future. But the same economic logic could be used to make exactly the
opposite prediction (Pampel et al. 2010): High-earning individuals face greater opportunity costs in investing in time-consuming health behaviours (sleeping, exercising and preparing nutritious meals) than low-earning ones. Thus, without the
fundamental distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic mortality as a foundation, it
is hard to ground these intuitively plausible hypotheses in sound theory.
What of the remaining possibilities (ET1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9)? We would argue that
they constitute different claims about the proximate process by which an adaptively
patterned disengagement from investment in the distant future under conditions
suggestive of high extrinsic mortality might be delivered. As such, they do not conflict with ET2 at all, and they do not necessarily conflict with one another. Instead,
we could think of them as different proximate pathways that might all contribute
something, and to which studies might eventually be able to apportion different
weights in terms of their centrality. Many or all of them could play a role, though,
and indeed with most human behaviours, multiple mechanisms, both individual and
social, are involved. Note that just because these are proximate mechanisms, they
are not of lesser importance than ET2. On the contrary, as we shall discuss below,
mechanisms that were adaptive over evolutionary time may not optimize personal
or societal welfare today, and those who design interventions need to understand
the proximate mechanisms as much as if not more than the ultimate shaping forces.
2. Deepening Explanations
The next major merit of the adaptive approach is that it deepens explanation. Many
of the ET1–9 are likely to be correct, but provoke the immediate response, yes, but
why should that be the case? For example, people of low SES may be more presentoriented or motivated by immediate payoffs (ET3); yes, but why? People of low
SES may feel that they have less control over their futures (ET6); yes, but why do
they feel that way? Low-SES communities may have norms of smoking (ET9) and
even use these as identity markers (ET4); yes, but why are SES gradients in norms
consistently established in the same direction across different populations, so that
they become available for identity marking? In each of these cases, the proximate
factor is crying out for integration into a deeper explanatory framework. In this
framework, preference for immediate payoff or subjective lack of control are responses delivered by an evolved psychology attuned to cues of extrinsic mortality,
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delivering adaptively patterned shifts in behaviour, which then become propagated
through social transmission.
A related point is that several things which are often taken as exogenous traits
may in fact be psychological reactions to living in environments containing cues
suggestive of high extrinsic mortality. For example, time preferences (relative valuation of present and future benefits) are often invoked in the health behaviour
literature, and they are generally assumed to be stable individual differences of
exogenous origin (e.g. Fuchs 1982; Kirby 2009). They are not typically viewed as
psychological responses to environmental cues. However, within the framework
we have outlined above, it is possible to view SES differences in time preference
as part of an adaptive response to differential exposure to extrinsic mortality risk.
This insight has guided the experiments we reviewed above, whereby participants
changed their future discounting behaviour in response to cues to extrinsic mortality (Griskevicius et al. 2011b). From this perspective, explanations about “attraction to short-term gain”, which Pampel et al. classed as latent traits, may in fact be
responses to an ecology in which there are fewer benefits of health behaviours for
both longevity and Darwinian fitness. This might also apply to efficacy and agency
and to risk preferences.
The strongest evidence for this contention comes from experiments showing
that these “traits” can in fact be manipulated over short timescales (Mishra (under
review); Ermer et al. 2008; Callan et al. 2009; Wilson and Daly 2004). For example, Callan et al. (2009) investigated the impact of “just world threat” on future
discounting. They exposed participants to a video in which a woman talks about her
experience of living with HIV. Half of their participants were told that the woman
had contracted HIV after having unprotected sex with someone she met at a friend
of a friend’s party. The other participants were told that the woman contracted HIV
after she was in a car accident and was given a blood transfusion with infected
blood. The authors deemed the latter scenario a just world threat, because the woman could be perceived as an innocent victim, who contracted HIV without having
done anything to deserve it. The participants that were exposed to this just world
threat subsequently discounted future rewards more steeply than those who were
told that the woman contracted HIV after unprotected sex. Callan et al. interpreted
this finding as a link between the need to believe in a just world, and the ability
to delay gratification. However, our evolutionary framework offers an alternative
interpretation: the just world threat scenario acted as a cue, to extrinsic mortality
risk. In the scenario where the woman contracts HIV through unprotected sex, the
decision about whether to have unprotected sex with a relative stranger is under her
control. In the scenario where she contracts HIV from a blood transfusion, the situation is beyond her control. The mortality risk is extrinsic.
Further evidence that future discounting may change in response to cues to extrinsic mortality risk comes from Li et al. (2012). They investigated discounting
in Chinese earthquake survivors in comparison with controls, who lived in similar
towns, but had not recently experienced earthquakes. They found that the earthquake survivors discounted future rewards more steeply than the controls. They also
measured event-related brain potentials and found group differences in the neural
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responses to the discounting task. The results of such experiments suggest that the
latent traits which have been treated (either implicitly or explicitly) as stable individual differences may in fact be flexible responses to cues from the environment.
This may account for the inconsistencies in findings regarding time preference and
health behaviours (Becker and Mulligan 1997). If variables, such as future discounting, are treated as fixed individual traits, our conclusions can be quite different
from those drawn when considering that they may be flexible responses to ecological factors.
3. Implications for Interventions
The adaptive perspective has potentially quite significant implications for the design of interventions. It argues that disinvestment in health behaviours represents
a sensible response to living in certain types of environments, namely those rich in
unavoidable danger. The corollary of this is that there is no reason to believe that
giving people living in such environments more information about, say, the harms
of smoking, is likely to make a dramatic difference to their behaviour. In fact, such
information-giving can actually increase disparities in health behaviour when it is
implemented across whole populations, exactly because the most affluent are most
motivated to attend to the information and update their decisions using it, while
the poorest have less incentive to do so (White et al. 2009; Capewell and Graham
2010).
An adaptive perspective naturally draws attention to broader structural-ecological parameters. Roughly speaking, it predicts that if the extrinsic dangers of deprived environments could be tackled, then the behaviours would more or less take
care of themselves. That is, if societies reduce the relatively high rates of violence,
the dangers of jobs and buildings, the differential exposure to accidents and toxins,
etc. that beset deprived communities, then people in those communities would be
more likely to be motivated to stop smoking. At the extreme, this kind of argument
leads to an insupportably strong claim that no public health interventions aimed
directly at health behaviour are worth carrying out, since all people are already assumed to be behaving adaptively anyway. The only action worth investing in is political action to improve socioeconomic conditions. Although we do recognize the
force in this argument, we would not wish to go that far. We do however endorse the
view that improving the socioeconomic environment is desirable and has a double
yield; it is a good thing to do in its own right, and it will have a secondary benefit as
people respond by looking after themselves better.
A more nuanced position would be the claim that the relatively low investment in
preventative health behaviours seen in deprived communities is the result of adaptive mechanisms, while not always representing adaptive behaviour. That is, natural
selection has sculpted psychological mechanisms which lead people to respond to
conditions of high extrinsic mortality by becoming more present-oriented and investing less in their health. Although those mechanisms have on average been fitness
enhancing over the millennia, it does not follow that every time they are engaged,
particularly in modern environments, they improve the person’s fitness, still less
their wellbeing. It is important to understand what determines people’s perceptions
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of mortality risk, especially if perceptions of mortality risk are inaccurate. For example, evidence suggests that media coverage tends to skew people’s perceptions of
the risk of death due to given causes (e.g. Frost et al. 1997). It is possible that some
portrayals of health scares in the news might worsen health behaviours, rather than
improving them. Furthermore, reducing perceptions of extrinsic mortality may help
to improve health behaviours, thereby reducing the inequalities that result from SES
disparities in behaviour. There is much scope for applied evolutionary research in
this area.
Finally, an understanding of the significance of psychological mechanisms attuned to cues of extrinsic mortality suggests some counterintuitive routes for intervention. Whereas intuition tells us that the most effective way to change health
behaviour is to alert people to the risks of death that they face (as in the word “kills”
on cigarette packets), it could be that such messages activate the mental schema of
extrinsic mortality, making some people, perhaps especially those who live in harsh
environments, feel that they are going to die anyway, and so there might be little
point in trying hard to quit. If this were confirmed, then a health message pointing
out that social conditions are improving and life expectancy has never been longer,
and so there is all to try for, might actually have more effect than a negative message. This is a simple prediction that calls for further observation and experimental
research.
So to conclude, the evolutionary perspective can bring a great deal of added value
to much debated questions in public health. Rather than adding another seemingly
competing explanation to the mix, taking an adaptive approach to understanding
health behaviours can help to unite explanations from a diverse range of literature.
It can help to clarify our understanding of what explanations are competing and
what are complementary. It can deepen existing explanations and it can shed new
light on the success and failures of health interventions. Yes, there is still much work
to be done, but the evolutionary perspective undoubtedly has a good deal to offer.
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